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 Disclaimer  

CertiK reports are not, nor should be considered, an “endorsement” or “disapproval” of any 
particular project or team. These reports are not, nor should be considered, an indication of 
the economics or value of any “product” or “asset” created by any team or project that 
contracts CertiK to perform a security review.

CertiK Reports do not provide any warranty or guarantee regarding the absolute bug-free 
nature of the technology analyzed, nor do they provide any indication of the technologies 
proprietors, business, business model or legal compliance.

CertiK Reports should not be used in any way to make decisions around investment or 
involvement with any particular project. These reports in no way provide investment advice, 
nor should be leveraged as investment advice of any sort.

CertiK Reports represent an extensive auditing process intending to help our customers 
increase the quality of their code while reducing the high level of risk presented by 
cryptographic tokens and blockchain technology.

Blockchain technology and cryptographic assets present a high level of ongoing risk. CertiK’s 
position is that each company and individual are responsible for their own due diligence and 
continuous security. CertiK’s goal is to help reduce the attack vectors and the high level of 
variance associated with utilizing new and consistently changing technologies, and in no way 
claims any guarantee of security or functionality of the technology we agree to analyze.

What is a CertiK report?  

A document describing in detail an in depth analysis of a particular piece(s) of source 
code provided to CertiK by a Client.
An organized collection of testing results, analysis and inferences made about the 
structure, implementation and overall best practices of a particular piece of source code.
Representation that a Client of CertiK has completed a round of auditing with the intention 
to increase the quality of the company/product's IT infrastructure and or source code.



Project Name Swipe: Venus Protocol

Description The project comprise of markets to which liquidity is supplied
in return of vTokens. The sub-functionalities include borrowing
underlying from markets by depositing collateral, liquidating
borrow positions by providing collateral and redeeming the
assets.

Platform Ethereum; Solidity, Yul

Codebase GitHub Repository

Commits 1. f60c62198ba790f97a592a7960648c71a31e108f
2. 458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805

Delivery Date December 16th, 2020

Method of Audit Static Analysis, Manual Review

Consultants Engaged 2

Timeline November 23rd, 2020 - December 16th, 2020

 Overview  

Project Summary  

Audit Summary  

 

Vulnerability Summary  



Total Issues 43

 Total Minor 4

 Total Informational 39



 Executive Summary  

The audit was performed on specific set of contracts. The manual review and static analysis 
did not reveal any major vulnerabilities and the audited contracts can be considered safe and 
secure. Majority of the exhibits suggest to increase code quality and legiblity of the codebase 
with only four exhibits labeled as minor .



ID File

COM contracts/Comptroller.sol

CSE contracts/ComptrollerStorage.sol

CIE contracts/ComptrollerInterface.sol

ERR contracts/ErrorReporter.sol

POE contracts/PriceOracle.sol

UNI contracts/Unitroller.sol

VAI contracts/VAI/VAI.sol

VAC contracts/VAIController.sol

VAU contracts/VAIUnitroller.sol

VAS contracts/VAIControllerStorage.sol

VIC contracts/VAIControllerInterface.sol

LIB contracts/VAI/lib.sol

 Files In Scope  



Comptroller.sol

VToken.sol

ErrorReporter.sol

Exponential.sol

PriceOracle.sol

ComptrollerInterface.sol

ComptrollerStorage.sol

Unitroller.sol

XVS.sol

 File Dependency Graph  
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VAIController.sol

VToken.sol

PriceOracle.sol

ErrorReporter.sol

Exponential.sol

ComptrollerStorage.sol
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VAI.sol lib.sol

VAIUnitroller.sol

ErrorReporter.sol

VAIControllerStorage.sol

VAIControllerStorage.sol ComptrollerInterface.sol



91%

9%

Informational
Minor

ID Title Type Severity Resolved

VAI-01 Unlocked Compiler
Version

Language Specific  Informational

VAI-02 Usage of uint  instead of
uint256

Language Specific  Informational

VAI-03 Possibility of replay attack Volatile Code  Minor

VAI-04 Incorrect order of
functions

Language Specific  Informational

 Findings  



VAU-01 Unlocked Compiler
Version

Language Specific  Informational

VAU-02 Ineffectual comparison
with address(0)

Gas Optimization  Informational

VAU-03 Ineffectual comparison
with address(0)

Gas Optimization  Informational

VAS-01 Unlocked Compiler
Version

Language Specific  Informational

VAS-02 Redundant Statements Dead Code  Informational

CSE-01 Unlocked Compiler
Version

Language Specific  Informational

CSE-02 Inefficient storage
layout

Gas Optimization  Informational

CSE-03 Inefficient storage
layout

Gas Optimization  Informational

CSE-04 Documentation
discrepancy

Coding Style  Informational

CSE-05 Inefficient storage
declaration

Gas Optimization  Informational

CSE-06 Inefficient storage
declaration

Gas Optimization  Informational

CSE-07 Usage of uint  instead of
uint256

Language Specific  Informational

VAC-01 Unlocked Compiler
Version

Language Specific  Informational

VAC-02 Redundant Variable
Initialization

Coding Style  Informational



VAC-03 Usage of uint  instead of
uint256

Language Specific  Informational

VAC-04 Incorrect order of
functions

Language Specific  Informational

VAC-05 Returned error is not
checked

Control Flow  Minor

VAC-06 Returned error is not
checked

Control Flow  Minor

COM-01 Unlocked Compiler
Version

Language Specific  Informational

COM-02 Comparison with a literal
true

Language Specific  Informational

COM-03 Comparison with a literal
false

Language Specific  Informational

COM-04 Inefficient Greater-Than
Comparison w/ Zero

Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-05 Incorrect grammar Coding Style  Informational

COM-06 Inefficient local variable Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-07 Inefficient comparison Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-08 Unnecessary assert  use Volatile Code  Informational

COM-09 Inefficient function
declarations

Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-10 Inefficient function
declarations

Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-11 Inefficient storage  read Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-12 Inefficient storage  read Gas Optimization  Informational



COM-13 Inefficient function
implementation

Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-14 Requisite Value of ERC-
20 transferFrom()  /
transfer()  Call

Logical Issue  Minor

COM-15 require  statement can
be substituted with a
modifier

Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-16 Inefficient code Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-17 require  statement can
be substituted with a
modifier

Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-18 require  statement can
be substituted with a
modifier

Gas Optimization  Informational

COM-19 Usage of uint  instead of
uint256

Language Specific  Informational

COM-20 Incorrect order of
functions

Language Specific  Informational

COM-21 Function Visibility
Optimization

Gas Optimization  Informational



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational VAI.sol L18

 VAI-01: Unlocked Compiler Version   

Description:  

The contract has unlocked compiler version. An unlocked compiler version in the source code 
of the contract permits the user to compile it at or above a particular version. This, in turn, 
leads to differences in the generated bytecode between compilations due to differing compiler 
version numbers. This can lead to an ambiguity when debugging as compiler specific bugs 
may occur in the codebase that would be hard to identify over a span of multiple compiler 
versions rather than a specific one.

Recommendation:  

We advise that the compiler version is instead locked at the lowest version possible that the 
contract can be compiled at. For example, for version v0.5.16  the contract should contain 
the following line:

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.

pragma solidity 0.5.16;



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational VAI.sol L1

 VAI-02: Usage of uintuint  instead of uint256uint256   

Description:  

The contract is using uint  to declare 256-bit unsigned integers. Although, uint  is an alias 
for uint256  and both represent the same underlying integer allocation. It is advisable that for 
clean coding practices the complete form uint256  should be used instead of the alias 
uint .

Recommendation:  

We advise to use uint256  instead of alias uint  in all of the occurrences in the contract.

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.



Type Severity Location

Volatile Code  Minor VAI.sol L120

 VAI-03: Possibility of replay attack   

Description:  

The permit  function on the aforementioned line performs the operation of deriving signer 
address from the signature values of v , r  and s . The state varible DOMAIN_SEPARATOR  that 
used to calculate hash has a constant value of chainid  which does not change after contract 
deployment. The issue arises in the event of fork when the cross-chain replay attacks can be 
executed.

The attack scenario can be though as if a fork of Ethereum happens and two different 
networks have id of for example 1  and 9 . The chainid coded in DOMAIN_SEPARATOR  will be 
the same on contracts residing in both of the forks. If the chainid is 1  is stored the contract 
then the permit  transaction signed for chainid 1  will be executable on both of the forks.

Recommendation:  

We recommend to store the chainid  in the storage of contract and add a check in permit  
function for the chainid  in the context of function execution and the chainid  from the 
contract's storage are equal. This is will revert the transaction intended for a different chain.

uint256 public chainId;
 
constructor(uint256 chainId_) public {
  chainId = chainId_;
}



Alleviation:  

No alleviations.

function permit() {
  uint256 contextChainId;
  assembly {
    contextChainId := chainid()
  }
 
  require(chainId == contextChainId, "chainIds do not match");
}



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational VAI.sol L1

 VAI-04: Incorrect order of functions   

Description:  

The structure of the codebase does not conform to the official Solidity style guide of 
v0.5.16 .

The style guide can be found at https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.5.16/style-guide.html#orde
r-of-functions.

Recommendation:  

Functions should be grouped according to their visibility and ordered:

Within a grouping, place the view  and pure  functions last.

Alleviation:  

No alleviations.

constructor
fallback function (if exists)
external
public
internal
private



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational VAIUnitroller.sol L1

 VAU-01: Unlocked Compiler Version   

Description:  

The contract has unlocked compiler version. An unlocked compiler version in the source code 
of the contract permits the user to compile it at or above a particular version. This, in turn, 
leads to differences in the generated bytecode between compilations due to differing compiler 
version numbers. This can lead to an ambiguity when debugging as compiler specific bugs 
may occur in the codebase that would be hard to identify over a span of multiple compiler 
versions rather than a specific one.

Recommendation:  

We advise that the compiler version is instead locked at the lowest version possible that the 
contract can be compiled at. For example, for version v0.5.16  the contract should contain 
the following line:

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.

pragma solidity 0.5.16;



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational VAIUnitroller.sol L56

 VAU-02: Ineffectual comparison with address(0)address(0)   

Description:  

The comparison pendingVAIControllerImplementation == address(0)  on the 
aforementioned line is ineffectual as it will never evaluate to true . When the first comparison 
evaluates to false  in the event of pendingVAIControllerImplementation  being equal to 
msg.sender  then the aforementioned comparison will always evaluate to false  as 
msg.sender  can never can be equal to address(0) .

Recommendation:  

We advise to remove the aforementioned comparison from the if  statement's predicate as it 
is ineffectual.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

if (msg.sender != pendingVAIControllerImplementation) {
  return fail(Error.UNAUTHORIZED, 
FailureInfo.ACCEPT_PENDING_IMPLEMENTATION_ADDRESS_CHECK);
}



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational VAIUnitroller.sol L106

 VAU-03: Ineffectual comparison with address(0)address(0)   

Description:  

The comparison msg.sender == address(0)  is ineffectual as it will never evaluate to true 
because msg.sender  can never have a value of address(0) .

Recommendation:  

We recommend to remove the aforementioned comparison as it is ineffectual.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

if (msg.sender != pendingAdmin) {
  return fail(Error.UNAUTHORIZED, 
FailureInfo.ACCEPT_ADMIN_PENDING_ADMIN_CHECK);
}



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational VAIControllerStorage.sol L1

 VAS-01: Unlocked Compiler Version   

Description:  

The contract has unlocked compiler version. An unlocked compiler version in the source code 
of the contract permits the user to compile it at or above a particular version. This, in turn, 
leads to differences in the generated bytecode between compilations due to differing compiler 
version numbers. This can lead to an ambiguity when debugging as compiler specific bugs 
may occur in the codebase that would be hard to identify over a span of multiple compiler 
versions rather than a specific one.

Recommendation:  

We advise that the compiler version is instead locked at the lowest version possible that the 
contract can be compiled at. For example, for version v0.5.16  the contract should contain 
the following line:

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.

pragma solidity 0.5.16;



Type Severity Location

Dead Code  Informational VAIControllerStorage.sol L28-L44

 VAS-02: Redundant Statements   

Description:  

The linked statements do not affect the functionality of the codebase and appear to be either 
leftovers from test code or older functionality.

Recommendation:  

We advise that they are removed to better prepare the code for production environments.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational ComptrollerStorage.sol L1

 CSE-01: Unlocked Compiler Version   

Description:  

The contract has unlocked compiler version. An unlocked compiler version in the source code 
of the contract permits the user to compile it at or above a particular version. This, in turn, 
leads to differences in the generated bytecode between compilations due to differing compiler 
version numbers. This can lead to an ambiguity when debugging as compiler specific bugs 
may occur in the codebase that would be hard to identify over a span of multiple compiler 
versions rather than a specific one.

Recommendation:  

We advise that the compiler version is instead locked at the lowest version possible that the 
contract can be compiled at. For example, for version v0.5.16  the contract should contain 
the following line:

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.

pragma solidity 0.5.16;



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational ComptrollerStorage.sol L58, L71

 CSE-02: Inefficient storagestorage  layout   

Description:  

The properties of struct Market  on the aforementioned lines laid out within the struct 
ineffeciently where they are taking a full 32-bytes in storage in space.

Recommendation:  

The struct properties on the aforementioned lines can be placed together to tight pack them 
within in a single 32-byte storage  slot.

Alleviation:  

No alleviations.



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational ComptrollerStorage.sol L137, L138, L143

 CSE-03: Inefficient storagestorage  layout   

Description:  

The storage  variables on the aforementioned are inefficiently laid out in the storage of the 
contract.

Recommendation:  

We recommend to move the storage variables on the aforementioned lines on L90  after the 
storage variable seizeGuardianPaused . It will place the moved variables within the same slot 
as seizeGuardianPaused  saving gas cost associated with additional storage slot.

Alleviation:  

No alleviations.

address public pauseGuardian;
bool public _mintGuardianPaused;
bool public _borrowGuardianPaused;
bool public transferGuardianPaused;
bool public seizeGuardianPaused;
bool public mintVAIGuardianPaused;
bool public repayVAIGuardianPaused;
bool public protocolPaused;



Type Severity Location

Coding Style  Informational ComptrollerStorage.sol L116

 CSE-04: Documentation discrepancy   

Description:  

The comment on the aforementioned line refers the variable following it as borrow index  
whereas it is infact a supply index .

Recommendation:  

We recommend to rectify the comment to correctly refer the variable following it as supply 
index .

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

/// @notice The Venus supply index for each market for each supplier as of 
the last time they accrued XVS 



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational ComptrollerStorage.sol L90-L91, L108-L120

 CSE-05: Inefficient storagestorage  declaration   

Description:  

The mapping declarations on the aforementioned lines have vToken  address as their keys 
and all of these mapping can be converted into a single mapping where the value will be of 
struct type. This will greatly reduce the lookup gas costs associated with multiple mappings.

Recommendation:  

We recomment to convert the mappings on the aforementioned lines to a single mapping 
having value of struct type.

Alleviation:  

No alleviations.

struct TokenData {
  uint256 venusSpeed;
  VenusMarketState venusSupplyState;
  VenusMarketState venusBorrowState;
  bool mintGuardianPaused;
  bool borrowGuardianPaused;
  mapping(address => uint) venusSupplierIndex;
  mapping(address => uint) venusBorrowerIndex;
}
 
mapping(address => TokenData) public tokensData;



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational ComptrollerStorage.sol L78, L123, L129

 CSE-06: Inefficient storagestorage  declaration   

Description:  

The mappings declarations on the aforementioned lines have user address  as their keys. 
These mappings can be converted into a single mapping having value of struct type.

Recommendation:  

We recommend to convert the mappings on the aforementioned lines to a single mapping 
having value of struct type to save lookup gas costs associated with multiple mappings.

Alleviation:  

No alleviations.

struct User {
  VToken[] accountAssets;
  uint256 venusAccrued;
  uint256 mintedVAIs;
}
 
mapping(address => User) public users;



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational ComptrollerStorage.sol L1

 CSE-07: Usage of uintuint  instead of uint256uint256   

Description:  

he contract is using uint  to declare 256-bit unsigned integers. Although, uint  is an alias for 
uint256  and both represent the same underlying integer allocation. It is advisable that for 

clean coding practices the complete form uint256  should be used instead of the alias 
uint .

Recommendation:  

We advise to use uint256  instead of alias uint  in all of the occurrences in the contract.

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational VAIController.sol L1

 VAC-01: Unlocked Compiler Version   

Description:  

The contract has unlocked compiler version. An unlocked compiler version in the source code 
of the contract permits the user to compile it at or above a particular version. This, in turn, 
leads to differences in the generated bytecode between compilations due to differing compiler 
version numbers. This can lead to an ambiguity when debugging as compiler specific bugs 
may occur in the codebase that would be hard to identify over a span of multiple compiler 
versions rather than a specific one.

Recommendation:  

We advise that the compiler version is instead locked at the lowest version possible that the 
contract can be compiled at. For example, for version v0.5.16  the contract should contain 
the following line:

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.

pragma solidity 0.5.16;



Type Severity Location

Coding Style  Informational VAIController.sol L157

 VAC-02: Redundant Variable Initialization   

Description:  

All variable types within Solidity are initialized to their default "empty" value, which is usually 
their zeroed out representation. Particularly:

uint  / int : All uint  and int  variable types are initialized at 0
address : All address  types are initialized to address(0)
byte : All byte  types are initialized to their byte(0)  representation
bool : All bool  types are initialized to false
ContractType : All contract types (i.e. for a given contract ERC20 {}  its contract type 

is ERC20 ) are initialized to their zeroed out address (i.e. for a given contract ERC20 {}  
its default value is ERC20(address(0)) )
struct : All struct  types are initialized with all their members zeroed out according to 

this table

Recommendation:  

We advise that the linked initialization statements are removed from the codebase to increase 
legibility.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational VAIController.sol L1

 VAC-03: Usage of uintuint  instead of uint256uint256   

Description:  

The contract is using uint  to declare 256-bit unsigned integers. Although, uint  is an alias 
for uint256  and both represent the same underlying integer allocation. It is advisable that for 
clean coding practices the complete form uint256  should be used instead of the alias 
uint .

Recommendation:  

We advise to use uint256  instead of alias uint  in all of the occurrences in the contract.

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational VAIController.sol L1

 VAC-04: Incorrect order of functions   

Description:  

The structure of the codebase does not conform to the official Solidity style guide of 
v0.5.16 .

The style guide can be found here https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.5.16/style-guide.html#or
der-of-functions.

Recommendation:  

Functions should be grouped according to their visibility and ordered:

Within a grouping, place the view  and pure  functions last.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

constructor
fallback function (if exists)
external
public
internal
private



Type Severity Location

Control Flow  Minor VAIController.sol L141

 VAC-05: Returned error is not checked   

Description:  

The function call on the aforementioned line returns an error code which is not checked. The 
problem will arise if the vaiController  is not set in the comptroller  contract  then the 
function call  will still be treated as successful but the mint  amount would not have been set.

Recommendation:  

We advise to check the returned error from the function call on the aforementioned line it is 
non-zero.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

uint256 error = comptroller.setMintedVAIOf(minter, accountMintVAINew);
if (error != 0 ) {
  return error;
}



Type Severity Location

Control Flow  Minor VAIController.sol L167

 VAC-06: Returned error is not checked   

Description:  

The function call on the aforementioned line returns an error code which is not checked. The 
problem will arise if the vaiController  is not set in the comptroller  contract  then the 
function call  will still be treated as successful but the mint  amount would not have been set.

Recommendation:  

We recommend to check the returned error value and return it from the function.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

uint256 error = comptroller.setMintedVAIOf(repayer, vaiBalance - 
actualBurnAmount);
if (error != 0) {
  return error;
}



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational Comptroller.sol L1

 COM-01: Unlocked Compiler Version   

Description:  

The contract has unlocked compiler version. An unlocked compiler version in the source code 
of the contract permits the user to compile it at or above a particular version. This, in turn, 
leads to differences in the generated bytecode between compilations due to differing compiler 
version numbers. This can lead to an ambiguity when debugging as compiler specific bugs 
may occur in the codebase that would be hard to identify over a span of multiple compiler 
versions rather than a specific one.

Recommendation:  

We advise that the compiler version is instead locked at the lowest version possible that the 
contract can be compiled at. For example, for version v0.5.16  the contract should contain 
the following line:

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.

pragma solidity 0.5.16;



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational Comptroller.sol L157, L1305, L1312, L1353, L1382

 COM-02: Comparison with a literal truetrue   

Description:  

he aforementioned lines perform comparison with a literal true  which is unnecessary and 
can be replaced with the expression itself.

Recommendation:  

We advise to convert the comparison with literal true  to the expression itself to increase the 
legibility of the codebase.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805  except for the L1382 .



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational Comptroller.sol L100, L1354

 COM-03: Comparison with a literal falsefalse   

Description:  

The aforementioned lines perform comparison with a literal false  which is unnecessary and 
can be replaced with the negation of expression f.e !expression .

Recommendation:  

We recommend to convert the comparison with literal false  by the negation of the 
expression on the aforementioned lines.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L312

 COM-04: Inefficient Greater-Than Comparison w/ Zero   

Description:  

The linked greater-than comparisons with zero compare variables that are restrained to the 
non-negative integer range, meaning that the comparator can be changed to an inequality one 
which is more gas efficient.

Recommendation:  

We advise that the above paradigm is applied to the linked greater-than statements.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .



Type Severity Location

Coding Style  Informational Comptroller.sol L403

 COM-05: Incorrect grammar   

Description:  

The comment on the aforementioned line has incorrect grammar for the word borrow .

Recommendation:  

We advise to correct the grammar of the comment on the aforementioned line and use the 
verb form borrow  instead of borrowed .

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L135, L137

 COM-06: Inefficient local variable   

Description:  

The local variable on the aforementioned line is only used once in the code and its usage can 
be replaced with initialization part of the statement on L135  to save gas cost associated with 
local variable declaration.

Recommendation:  

We recommend to directly utilize the initialization part of the statement on L135  in place of 
the local variable.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

results[i] = uint(addToMarketInternal(VToken(vTokens[i]), msg.sender));



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L162

 COM-07: Inefficient comparison   

Description:  

The comparison on the aforementioned line is inefficient as the length of 
accountAssets[borrower].length  can never grow beyond maxAssets  and hence the 

comparison can be changed from accountAssets[borrower].length >= maxAssets  to 
accountAssets[borrower].length == maxAssets  which is gas efficient.

Recommendation:  

We advise to change the comparison on the aforementioned line to 
accountAssets[borrower].length == maxAssets  as it is gas efficient compared to the one 

currently used.

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.



Type Severity Location

Volatile Code  Informational Comptroller.sol L228

 COM-08: Unnecessary assertassert  use   

Description:  

The assert  use on the aforementioned line is unnecessary as i  will always be less than 
len . 

Recommendation:  

We advise either to remove the assert  from the aforementioned line or change it to 
assert(userAssetList.length < len)  to correctly check that an asset has been removed. 

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L663, L675

 COM-09: Inefficient function declarations   

Description:  

The functions on the aforementioned lines perform same functionality with only difference 
being one of them provides a public interface while the other one is an internal 
implementation.

Recommendation:  

We recommend to remove the function with public interface and change the function with 
internal visibility to public as the function with public visibility can be called internally and 
externally.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L689, L710

 COM-10: Inefficient function declarations   

Description:  

The functions on the aforementioned lines perform the same functionalities with one providing 
public interface while the other one has internal visibility.

Recommendation:  

We recommend to remove the function with public visibility and change the internal visibility of 
the other function to public as function with public visibilities can be called internally and 
externally both.

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L893

 COM-11: Inefficient storagestorage  read   

Description:  

The aforementioned line perform unnecessary storage read as the same value can be read 
from a local variable of newCloseFactorMantissa .

Recommendation:  

We recommend to use local variable to read the value instead of storage .

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

emit NewCloseFactor(oldCloseFactorMantissa, newCloseFactorMantissa);



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L1045

 COM-12: Inefficient storagestorage  read   

Description:  

The storage  read on the aforementioned line is unnecessary as the same value is available 
through local variable newPauseGuardian .

Recommendation:  

We recommend to use the value from local variable instead of storage  as it is cheaper to 
read from local variable than from storage .

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

emit NewPauseGuardian(oldPauseGuardian, newPauseGuardian);



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L1300

 COM-13: Inefficient function implementation   

Description:  

The function on the aforementioned line loops through holders  twice which is inefficient and 
the code can be rectified to loop through holders  only once.

Recommendation:  

We recommend to optimize the implementation of the function on the aforementioned line 
such that there is only one looping through holders  array.

function claimVenus(address[] memory holders, VToken[] memory vTokens, 
bool borrowers, bool suppliers) public {
        uint j;
        for (uint i = 0; i < vTokens.length; i++) {
            VToken vToken = vTokens[i];
            require(markets[address(vToken)].isListed, "not listed 
market");
            if (borrowers) {
                Exp memory borrowIndex = Exp({mantissa: 
vToken.borrowIndex()});
                updateVenusBorrowIndex(address(vToken), borrowIndex);
            }
            if (suppliers) {
                updateVenusSupplyIndex(address(vToken));
            }
 
            for (j = 0; j < holders.length; j++) {



Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.

                if (borrowers) {
                    distributeBorrowerVenus(address(vToken), holders[j], 
borrowIndex, true);
                }
                
                if (suppliers) {
                    distributeSupplierVenus(address(vToken), holders[j], 
true);
                }
            }
        }
}



Type Severity Location

Logical Issue  Minor Comptroller.sol L1267

 COM-14: Requisite Value of ERC-20 transferFrom()transferFrom()  / transfer()transfer()  Call   

Description:  

While the ERC-20 implementation does necessitate that the transferFrom()  / transfer()  
function returns a bool  variable yielding true , many token implementations do not return 
anything i.e. Tether (USDT) leading to unexpected halts in code execution.

Recommendation:  

We advise that the SafeERC20.sol  library is utilized by OpenZeppelin to ensure that the 
transferFrom()  / transfer()  function is safely invoked in all circumstances through the 

use of SafeERC20 's safeTranfer()  / safeTransferFrom() .

Alleviation:  

No alleviations.



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L1342, L1328, L1379, L1490

 COM-15: requirerequire  statement can be substituted with a modifiermodifier   

Description:  

The require  statements on the aforementioned lines can be substituted with a modifier  to 
increase the legibility of the codebase and to avoid code duplication.

Recommendation:  

We advise to substitute the require  statements with a modifier .

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

modifier onlyAdmin() {
  require(msg.sender == admin, "only admin can");
  _;
}



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L1014, L1021

 COM-16: Inefficient code   

Description:  

The type of function parameter vToken  on L1021  can be changed to VToken  to avoid 
unnecessary casting to address  type and save gas cost associated with it.

Recommendation:  

We advise to change type of variable vToken  to VToken  so that the casting of it to type 
address  on L1014  can be avoided.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L1051, L1061

 COM-17: requirerequire  statement can be substituted with a modifiermodifier   

Description:  

The require  statements on the aforementioned lines can be substituted with a modifier  to 
increase the legibility of the codebase and to avoid code duplciation.

Recommendation:  

We recommend to substitute the require  statements with a modifier .

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

modifier onlyListedMarket(VToken vtoken) {
  require(markets[address(vToken)].isListed, "venus market is not 
listed");
  _;
}



Type Severity Location

Gas
Optimization Informational

Comptroller.sol L1052-L1053, L1062-L1063, L1071-L1072,
L1080-L1081, L1089-L1090, L1098-L1099

 COM-18: requirerequire  statement can be substituted with a modifiermodifier   

Description:  

The requrie statement on the aforementioned lines can be substituted with a modifier  to 
increase the legibility of the codebase and also to avoid code duplication.

Recommendation:  

We advise to substitute the require  statements with a modifier .

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .

modifier validPauseState() {
  require(msg.sender == pauseGuardian || msg.sender == admin, "only pause 
guardian and admin can");
        require(msg.sender == admin || state == true, "only admin can 
unpause");
  _;
}



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational Comptroller.sol L1

 COM-19: Usage of uintuint  instead of uint256uint256   

Description:  

The contract is using uint  to declare 256-bit unsigned integers. Although, uint  is an alias 
for uint256  and both represent the same underlying integer allocation. It is advisable that for 
clean coding practices the complete form uint256  should be used instead of the alias 
uint .

Recommendation:  

We advise to use uint256  instead of alias uint  in all of the occurrences in the contract.

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.



Type Severity Location

Language Specific  Informational Comptroller.sol L1

 COM-20: Incorrect order of functions   

Description:  

The structure of the codebase does not conform to the official Solidity style guide of 
v0.5.16 .

The style guide can be found at https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.5.16/style-guide.html#orde
r-of-functions.

Recommendation:  

Functions should be grouped according to their visibility and ordered:

Within a grouping, place the view  and pure  functions last.

Alleviation:  

The team acknowledged the exhibit but decided not to apply the alleviation.

constructor
fallback function (if exists)
external
public
internal
private



Type Severity Location

Gas Optimization  Informational Comptroller.sol L130, L1341

 COM-21: Function Visibility Optimization   

Description:  

The linked function is declared as public , contains array function arguments and is not 
invoked in any of the contract's contained within the project's scope.

Recommendation:  

We advise that the functions' visibility specifiers are set to external  and the array-based 
arguments change their data location from memory  to calldata , optimizing the gas cost of 
the function.

Alleviation:  

Alleviations were applied as advised in the commit 
458517a1ba8fd0d164a6e622331dffeb88ce7805 .



 Appendix  

Finding Categories  

Gas Optimization  

Gas Optimization findings refer to exhibits that do not affect the functionality of the code but 
generate different, more optimal EVM opcodes resulting in a reduction on the total gas cost of 
a transaction.

Mathematical Operations  

Mathematical Operation exhibits entail findings that relate to mishandling of math formulas, 
such as overflows, incorrect operations etc.

Logical Issue  

Logical Issue findings are exhibits that detail a fault in the logic of the linked code, such as an 
incorrect notion on how block.timestamp  works.

Control Flow  

Control Flow findings concern the access control imposed on functions, such as owner-only 
functions being invoke-able by anyone under certain circumstances.

Volatile Code  

Volatile Code findings refer to segments of code that behave unexpectedly on certain edge 
cases that may result in a vulnerability.

Data Flow  

Data Flow findings describe faults in the way data is handled at rest and in memory, such as 
the result of a struct  assignment operation affecting an in-memory struct  rather than an 
in-storage one.



Language Specific  

Language Specific findings are issues that would only arise within Solidity, i.e. incorrect usage 
of private  or delete .

Coding Style  

Coding Style findings usually do not affect the generated byte-code and comment on how to 
make the codebase more legible and as a result easily maintainable.

Inconsistency  

Inconsistency findings refer to functions that should seemingly behave similarly yet contain 
different code, such as a constructor  assignment imposing different require  statements 
on the input variables than a setter function.

Magic Numbers  

Magic Number findings refer to numeric literals that are expressed in the codebase in their raw 
format and should otherwise be specified as constant  contract variables aiding in their 
legibility and maintainability.

Compiler Error  

Compiler Error findings refer to an error in the structure of the code that renders it impossible 
to compile using the specified version of the project.

Dead Code  

Code that otherwise does not affect the functionality of the codebase and can be safely 
omitted.


